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C e le b r a te S u n d a y !
Each year, LU’s Celebrate!
has gotten bigger and better.
This year, judging from the
schedule, is certainly no excep
tion. Festivities will start pro
mptly at 10:00 a.m. Sunday
morning, May 10 with a 5,000
or 10,000 kilometer Fun Run.
Although some lesser athletes
may consider this course too
demanding, The Celebrate

the Cafe Mudd at noon. Follow
ing the Lucamotions will be
Pete Dulak, Tracy Coombs,
Dan Bern, Janet Place, and
Kathy Shea. This lineup will
probably generate more activi
ty around the Library than has
been seen since midterms.
Jazz Stage is sure to thrill
children and non-children alike.
A Dixieland Band and high

APPLETON.
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Committee is confident many
people will come to see this
most unusual event. Tom Lonnq u is t,
C e lebrate’s
A d
ministrative Assistant, com
mented, “ Heck, I ’m just wor
ried about getting dizzy from
running around that route too
durn many times.”
As always, this year’s
Celebrate will feature the ar
tistic artists and craftsmen who
will open their booths at high
noon. And, interspersed at con
venient intervals are the stands
selling international foods and
beverages. This consession
catagory includes the infamous
Thomas C. Dwyer Memorial
Burger Bar—always a favorite
with Lawrentians.
And, for students who are
revisiting their childhoods or
just never grew up, a special
Children’s Area is featured this
year. Appropriately located bet
ween
M ain
H all
and
Youngchild, Children’s Area
entertainment is highlighted by
Puppet and Magic shows, Car
nival rides, Buggy rides,
games, and a Chalk-a-lot Con
test, where you can chalk-asidewalk square and receive a
free chalkalot ice cream cone.
(Guaranteed to draw a crowd)
The Dunking Booth victims in
clude Tom Lonnquist, Dan
Bern, and for those who don’t
like their room assignments,
Cathy Hyde.
Free films on bicycling will be
shown in Youngchild 161 and a
special dance program will be in
the Cloak Theatre. Workshops
and films will be geared
towards the entire family.
Lucas and the Lucamotions,
still fresh from their debut last
Saturday night, will start off

school and LU jazz bands are
scheduled throughout the day.
Don’t forget to stop by the
Thomas C. Dwyer Memorial
Burger Bar, conveniently
located next to the Jazz Stage.
The Celebrate Main Stage at
the bottom of Union Hill will
feature music from noon to very
dusk. The mid-afternoon
Miller Lite Tug-of-War will
determine the best and the
brightest from LU, so get a
team together soon—sign-up
will be on Sunday at the top of
Union Hill. Jeff Wisser and the
College Avenue Band (with a
piano for Campbell) will warm
up the audience for the return
appearance of Chicago’s own
Gypsy Fari (Rumor has it that
they can’t keep their minds off
the girls).
A p p a re n tly there was
another rumor circulating that
The Celebrate Committee was
planning to embezzle Universi
ty funds and take a vacation in
Jamaica instead of planning
Celebrate. Top Celebrate Of
ficials vehemently denied these
rumours, and hastened to add
that there wasn’t enough
money for a luxury vacation
anyway. Said one Financial
Manager who refused to be
named, “Why go to Jamaica for
Reggae when we can bring it to
Lawrence? Besides, with the
Thomas C. Dwyer Memorial
Burger Bar so close, what more
could one ask for?”
Indeed, this reporter is inclin
ed to agree. Anyone interested
in aiding or abetting this year’s
Celebrate is asked to contact
one of The Celebrate Commit
tee members. We'll be in the
Viking Room tonight.
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K e rlo w and B usse address L U C C
by Alan Gunn
Last Monday LUCC heard a
report on the status of Special
Events Committee given by
Elli Kerlow, the chairman of
SEC , and a report on
Lawrence’s efforts from Dave
Bussee, Director of Admis
sions.
Kerlow began her remarks by
pointing out that, unlike
previous years, SEC has re
mained in the black this year.
Events such as the Ko-Thi
Dance company performance
and last f a ll’s N ational
Shakespeare Company produc
tions turned profits. She would
not go as far as saying that
money is no longer a problem
for SEC.
“Students are unwilling to
pay over six or seven dollars for
a ticket,” explained Kerlow. As
a result of this problem, most
popular performers are out of
SEC’s price range. “The chapel
only holds 1200 people,” stated
Kerlow and continued to say,
“we find that because of the
reluctance to spend money on
tickets, 60% of our sales are to
Appleton residents, and thus
we have to be geared towards
these people.”

IN SEARCH of the Thomas C. Dwyer Memorial Burger
Bar?

54911

department.
Direct mailing, Busse feels,
has been an inexpensive way to
bring Lawrence to the attention
of many perspective students.
Travelling is increasingly cost
ly. Though Lawrence desires a
diverse student body it can
simply not afford to recruit in
such areas as the south-western
United States
Busse stresses Lawrence’s
three state main market. While
Lawrence may receive six ap
plications from New Mexico,
the admissions office realizes it
is likely that only one of those
a p p lic a n ts
w ill
attend
Lawrence, while for every two
applications from Wisconsin
residents one applicant will
matriculate.
With regard to minority ad
missions, Busse said they con
tinue to be a chalfenge to Koss
Synder, who is in charge of
m in o rity
adm issions.
“ Lawrence is working for racial
diversity.”

Turning his attention to the
problems caused by President
Reagan’s proposed cutback on
student financial aid, Busse
pointed out the situation was
already a bad one. The work
The other major problem study program is an example of
Kerlow sees with SEC is with this. Recently required by the
the members of the committee federal government to pay
itself. Kerlow feels appoint minimum wage, the program,
ments to the committee should however, is still funded at the
be made during winter term to same level it has been for the
give the group more continuity last few years, and allocations
from year to year. She also feels for next year have not been in
the group Committee members creased.
chosen should come from as
The guaranteed student loan
diverse background as possible. program is also in jeopardy.
Stating that the amount of
Following Kerlow, Dave
Busse
briefly
outline d
Lawrence’s current admission
efforts to LUCC. He began his
remarks by saying that applica
tions to Lawrence are far
greater than those of last year
and are about equal to what is
normally expected.
Busse, however, emphasized
the extremely competitive
nature of college recruiting at
the present time. Busse sees
the real crunch coming in three
or four years. He points out
that mid-western public institu
tions are now recruiting on the
East and West coasts. Though
Lawrence
m atriculates
students from both coasts, its
main target areas for recruit
ment remain Illinios, Wiscon
sin, and Minnesota.
Increasing campus visits,
and more student, faculty, and
alumni envolvement in the
recruitment process are the cur
rent goals of the Admissions of
fice. Allowing the campus to
sell itself is not merely a cliche.
According to Busse, accepted
applicants who visit the cam
pus are much more likely to
matriculate than those ac
cepted applicants who do not.
Students play a role in the ad
missions office through serving
as tour guides and hosts. Alum
ni serve the university by pro
viding referrals, and by calling
on already accepted students
and encouraging them to
matriculate at Lawrence. Facul
ty involvement in the admis
sions process includes such
things as speaking to perspec
tive students, and even writing
letters to perspective students
who express interest in their
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Busse finished by re
emphasizing the complexity of
the problem of attracting
students to the small college.
“ It is truly a buyers market,
and believe me, the students
know that.”
At Monday’s meeting, it was
also announced that the Honor
Council will submit a slate of
fourteen (twice the number of
vacancies) nominees to the
Committee on Committees
from which the committee will
choose the new members of the
Honor Council. In previous
years, the Honor Council has
merely submitted the same
number of nominess as spaces.
The Honor Council will, as
specified in the Honor Code,
narrow the field from the
nominations received from the
Lawrence community.
It was also announced on
Monday that LUCC officer elec
tions will take place on May 18
instead of May 13 as had been
previously planned. The Coun
cil felt students should be given
more time to think about
becoming candidates.
The next meeting of LUCC
will be May 18.

m

— Uni on Hill
Fire & Ice ( J a z z F usi on)
Stalic Disrupters (Original, N e w Wa v e , F u n k )
Miller Lite T u g - O f - W a r
Clan Gilmour ( M u s i c ot the British Isles)
J ef f Wisser & the College A v en u e Band
G y p s y Fari ( Roc ke r s Reggae)

—S G

1:D0 p m

money loaned by the group has
quadrupled in the last four
years, Busse asserted that the
federal government is likely to
restrict this program to those
famlies with income below
30,000 dollars or those above
that level who can show need.
Busse also stressed that
Lawrence has committed itself
to helping people from middle
income level families who might
be affected by this move.

M u d d Li br ar y

L u c a s and the L ocomot i ons ( Rh y t h m and Blues)
Peter Dulak
Tr acy C o ombs
Dan Bern
J a n e t Place
Kat hy Shea

— Uni on Green
Dixieland Band
J a z z Sextet
Final To uch - Xavier Hi gh School
Th e J a z z Unit
Dave Sullivan & F ri ends

Cloak Theat re / Musi c Dr ama Center
to the family)
p m
Trai lblazers of M o d e r n Dance ( F r ee Film)
p m.
Dance W o r k s ho p with Cathy Kaemmerl en
p.m.
The Martha Gr aham Dance Co mp a ny ( F ree Film)
p m
Dance W o r k s ho p with Ma r y Ellen L u k e
p m
Th e Dance Theat re of Harlem ( Free Film)

Plus...Mimes, clowns, juggling, food, drink, rides,
games, contests, films, dance, Fun Run, puppet shows,
artists, craftsmen, dogs and other small animals,
magic show, chalk-o-lot Reggae, Jazz, Funk, Fold,
and the Thomas C. Dwyer Memorial Burger Bar.
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A d e a th fo r Ire la n d
On Tuesday Bobby Sands died in a Belfast prison aft or
a 66-day hunger strike. Sands was the thirteenth Irish Na
tionalist hunger striker to die in British prisons this cen
tury. It would be easy to view this death as another in a long
series of needless deaths in Ireland. Such a view, however,
seems somewhat short-sighted. That Sands is dead is no
doubt said, but that he was imbued with such steadfast
determination and conviction is somehow beautiful. The
deeply held beliefs of the Irish are rare in our civilization. As
for Sands, what if excess of love bewildered him till he died?

H o u s in g

S e le c tio n

Though not yet perfected, we must adm it this year's
housing selection process was an improvement over those of
previous years. Room selection, with a few exceptions, went
smoothly and quickly. Granted there are a number of
sophomores currently without housing for next year, but
this seems to be an annual event. Freshmen, however, must
be assured of having a room to stay in. It would be much
more unnervin for an incoming Freshman to be without
housing than for a returning upperclassman. Holding the
lottery on a different day than room selection also seems t o
have worked well. We must therefore praise Cathy Hyde
and the LIJCC Housing Committee for a job well done.
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H o n o r C o u n cil answ ers B u tle r
Dear Editor,
In a recent letter Chris Butler
expressed
considerable
dissatisfaction with certain ac
tions of the Honor Council. As
members of this year s Council,
we would like to reply to his
criticisms.
Butler claims 1) that the
Honor Council is improperly
withholding from him the taped
records of the hearing in which
he was involved, and 2) that
this action was taken to protect
David Maxfield, the Honor
Council chairperson, “from be
ing asked to resign because on
those tapes he (Maxfield) could
not and did not deny his im
propriety and lack of integrity
with respect to my (Butler’s)
case.”
In support of 1), Butler states
that “according to procedure
nine of the ‘council’ rules the
taped records are to be used on
ly in case of ‘appeal’ to the
President of the school, and are
available for release ‘only at. the
request of the accused’.’’ Butler
here makes two references to
the Honor Code pamphlet,
claiming that both are from
“ procedure nine”. In fact,
however, his references come
from two separate points which
read as follows (from “Pro
cedure for judicial hearings",
page four of the pamphlet):
9. All hearings and decisions
will be considered as private
and will be made public only at
the request of the accused.
10. A careful and impartial
record of the hearing is to be
kept for the use of the President
in case of an appeal. This record
will be destroyed when the stu
dent has left the University per
manently.
Point nine is intended to pro
tect the accused’s right to
privacy. Unlike the legal
system operative in society at
large, the Lawrence Honor
System treats as confidential
the identity of the accused. To
assure this confidentiality, both
the occurence and the content
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To the Editor:
Most of you have experienced
residence hall life enough by
now to realize that while it is
perhaps the best main-line
residence policy for a small
campus such as Lawrence, dor
mitory life does not meet the
needs of every student. We feel
that the present housing
policies of Lawrence do not
reflect the needs of its students
in this area, and we would like
being on campus all three tern s to elaborate on our own ex
since membership is for the full periences with the campus
academic year. Also, no bureaucracy this past month.
member
may
serve
We will not dwell on our per
simultaneously on the J-Board sonal reasons for wishing to live
and Honor Council. Anyone in off campus our senior year; the
terested in this position shou) i necessary authorities have been
pick up an application at the O - duly informed of them and have
lice of Campus Life in Ray chosen to act (or not act) accor
mond House or contact an y dingly. Most of you know at
J-Board member. The J-Boar i least one person who lives off
will review all applications an i campus, and are aware of their
submit a list of the top sixtee l reasons for doing so. We merely
applicants to the LUCC Con - wish to bring to the attention of
mittee on Committees, whic i the Lawrence community the
will make the final selection.
deficiencies in the selection and
Sincerely,
allocation processes of the
The Judicial Boar i housing policy,
Beverly Lareon, Chairma i
Lawrence has previously
Jim Brun j acknowledged the varied needs
Dave Eddy of its students by maintaining
Dave Hoffman.l small houses and fraternities
Kate Levanthi’l within the residential system.
K-iren Milieu Men have had three choices:
Shayne Vo# t women two. It was a great loss
Ann Wheree t for all students—even dorm

A ll letters to the editor m ust be signed. Nam es w ill
be wit held by request an d at the discretion o f the
editorial s ta ff

To the Lawrence Community,
The Lawrence Judicial Board
is accepting applications until
May 18 from all those in
terested in serving as a member
of the 1981-82 J-Board. The
J-Board consists of six
members and two alternates.
The board elects one member to
serve as a non-voting chairman,
A quorum consists of five
voting members, or their alter
nates, and the chairman.
The position on the Judicial
Board entails hearing any com
plaints involving infractions of
LUCC regulations governing
social conduct. The J-Board
does not actively seek out
cases, but members have the
obligation of hearing all com
plaints brought before the
boaro. The board has the
authority to impose sanctions if
violation is determined.
The board would like to stress
the importance of applicants

ajfjn&à ^

of all hearings and the resulting
decisions are also kept con
fidential. (We are required, at
the end of each term, to make
public summaries of the cases
from the preceding term, but
these summaries in no way
identify those involved: see
point eleven under “ Procedure
for judicial hearings”.)
Butler’s first claim (that the
“taped records are to be used
only in case of ‘appeal’ to the
President”) is true, though it
comes from point ten rather
than point nine. His second
claim, however, (that the tapes
“are available for release only
at the request of the accused’ ”)
is false. A comparison of point
nine as stated above and
Butler’s version of that same
point (as just quoted in paren
theses) shows that he has
substituted the words “are
available for release” for “will
be made public” in the original.
This change in wording is
significant. If Butler had re
quested that the taped records
be made public by, for example,
placing a transcript of the tapes
on reserve in the library, the
Council would have considered
that a legitimate request.
Assuming that no other person
(excluding a Council member)
would thereby have had his/her
right to privacy violated, the
Council would have had no
reason not to honor his request.
However, his request was not
that the tapes be made public,
but that they be given to him
for his personal use. There is
nothing in the Honor Code pam
phlet which indicates that the
accused has the right to take
the tapes into his/her private
possession. Therefore, we stand
by our decision to not give the
tapes to Butler, and we feel that
this action is based on a correct
interpretation of the Honor
Code pamphlet.
In support of 2), Butler offers
not only his own eyewitness
testimony, but also claims that
“everyone in the room...heard
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dwellers who gained from the
atmosphere of the small
houses—when
due
to
“ economic” reasons these
houses were eradicated from the
system last year. However, the
housing policy of LU stolidly
remained unchanged in reaction
to this major loss. Students,
however, do not change to
reflect inadequacies in policy.
Those who would have chosen
to live in small houses before
are now left in the lurch. The
policy
is
actu ally
discriminatory against women
students who are now virtually
forced to accept dormitory life.
Hoping that the administra
tion would at least be sym
pathetic to our needs, we chose
to work through the system in
attempting to gain off-campus
status for next year. It became
apparent to us and others that
not only was system deficient,
it was also frustrating and at
times insulting.
One of us submitted a peti
tion and essay to Housing
detailing needs, assuming that
it would be reviewed by the
committee as a whole in an im
partial manner. She was called
for an interview with a single
member of the administration,
who informed her that her
needs were to his mind invalid.
He then presented her case,

Maxfield’s non-denial.” This
claim is incorrect. Maxfield did
deny the charges of “improprie
ty and lack of integrity”, and
each one of us hear him quite
clearly. When the accused con
tinued to protest his presence,
Dean Lauter suggested that the
Council (minus the chairperson)
adjourn to consider the charges
and vote on whether Maxfield
should continue to participate in
the hearings. This suggestion
was agreed to by everyone.
After careful consideration of
the charges and Maxfield’s
responses to them, the Council
(again, with Maxfield being pre
sent) decided that the evidence
presented did not show him to
be biased and voted to keep him
in the hearing. In the Council’s
opinion, he successfully defend
ed himself against the accusa
tions and hence there is nothing
on the tapes which he has any
reason to hide. As already
stated, our decision to not give
the tapes to Butler is based on
the two above-mentioned
points from the Honor Code
pamphlet, not on any supposed
need to cover up some alleged
impropriety on the part of the
Honor Council chairperson.
As Council members we have
a strong committment to the
ideals of the Lawrence Honor
System. However, we recognize
that there may well be ways in
which the details of the present
system could be improved. We
feel that the case in which Chris
Butler was involved raised
some im portant questions
about judicial procedures and
hope that these and other ques
tions will be fruitfully discuss
ed at the Forum we are co
sponsoring with LUCC at 4:15
today in Riverview Lounge.
Sincerely,
THE HONOR COUNCIL
Fred Bartol
Shelly Briggs
Jenny Hager
Alyson Hu
Carol Johnson
David Maxfield
Roy Underhill
Kurt Wittenberg
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without her presence, to the
committee, who rejected her ap
plication. This student does not
feel that her case was dealt with
fairly or completely, and is
presently pursuing the matter
through other means.
Both of us have spoken to dif
ferent members of the ad
ministration, who sympathisized with our needs, but in reply
to them simply reiterated the
ph ilo so p h y of Lawrence
Residential Life. Our own view
is that students do not, when
matriculating at Lawrence,
agree to support all of its
policies. Most students choose
Lawrence for its impeccable
academic reputation and not for
its residential requirements.
We are proud to be students
at Lawrence: we are both in
volved in different student
organizations. We would like to
continue our activities while liv
ing off-campus next year. We
feel that the present housing
policies at Lawrence are out
dated,
u n fa ir,
and
d isc rim in ato ry —and these
policies need to be changed im
mediately, especially in light of
the fact that several of next
year’s sophomores are poten
tially homeless due to dorm
overcrowding.
Sincerely,
ELIZABETH PASIERB, 82
GREGG HANNAR, ’82
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To the Editor:
ITEM: Joe Dybul and his
girlfriend, Judy Freed, along
with another couple, are sleep
ing at a friend’s house in
Wauwautosa, Wisconsin. A
conscientious
neighbor
suspects a burgulary and calls
Police. Dybul and Freed are ar
rested and charged with what
Wisconsin Law terms “openly
cohabitating and associating
with a person he knows is not
his spouse under circumstances
that imply sexual intercourse.”
Initially convicted as "sex of
fenders” and fined $75 each,
they are later exonerated after a
pitched battle in court.
ITEM: The Wisconsin State
Assembly voted down a
measure on April 28 which
would have legalized private
non-commercial sex acts bet
ween consenting adults by one
vote, 50-49. Representative
David Prosser (R-Appleton)
argued that repealing criminal
sanctions would lead to an in
crease in divorce, abortion, and
out-of-wedlock
b irths.
Representative Alan Robertson
(R-Blair) argud “The general
ublic will think it’s (intercourse
between non-married consen
ting adults) OK, and I don’t
think it ought to be that way.”
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ATTENTION, residents of
the state of Wisconsin! A grave
sickness grips our society to
day. People all over the state
are blatantly defying the laws
of Wisconsin by engaging in the
forbidden act of fornictition! If
the idea of outlawing stex acts
between consenting adults
wasn’t both so ludicrous and
frightening, I would get a good
laugh out of it.
Under the present state law, a
consenting, non-marritd couple
caught engaging in intercourse
(even in the privacy of ,heir own
home) are liable to be liit with 9
months imprisonment and a
$10,000 fine. And as sl.upid and
unenforcable as this la w is, it remains on state lawbooks
despite repeated attempts at
removal by conscientious, fairminded lawyers.
State Representative David
Clarenbach
(D-Madison)
reports that a recent state
survey shows 63% of the
District Attorneys favor repeal
ing this law. There is no possi
ble way of enforcing such a law,
and the thought of jailing every
non-married person who makes
love is silly. “ 1984” is only
three years away. What comes
after the Sex Police?? The
Thought Police??
Of course the driving force
behind the movement to help
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vote on the Fornication
Statute may be found on page 7
of the April 29 Milwaukee Jour
nal. A ssem blym an Lary
Swoboda from my home
district will never again receive
my vote, even if he runs for
dogcatcher. Give children a
chance to learn the truth about
birth control and sex, and
chances are that out-of-wedlock
births and abortions will be
reduced. Having this fornica
tion law on the books makes no
difference at all to the
thousands of people in this
state who break it every day.
Now, I must confess to this
horrible deed myself. I have
participated in this anarchic act
against the people of Wiscon
sin. 1can remain a fugitive from
"justice” no longer. Jail me!
Fine me! I am ready for punish
ment. And I encourage EVERY
ONE of you who had EVER
committed this hideous crime
to turn yourselves in to the
nearest Police authorities.
Criminals like us apparently
have no place in today’s
Wisconsin society.
As for myself, I have my
defense already prepared, I ’m
going to plead insanity. After
all, I was crazy about her.
Sincerely,
BERNARD A. HAEN

keep this archaic law on the and tanks to kill people), how
books is your friendly can this law be enforced? We
neighborhood Republican Par would have to at least double
ty. In the April 28 Assembly our Police Force, or set up a
vote. Republicans went 31 to 9 special “Sex Police” division to
against, while Democrats were bust up these fornicators before
40 to 19 in favor of passage. I they take over the world and
thought the Republican motto ruin things for those of us
was to ‘‘get government off our Bible-toters that watch TV and
backs and out of our lives?” drink Old Milwaukee all day
Well, why don’t they start right long. 1 have a few suggestions:
—Require all non-married
here? The Constitution of the
United States of America sup women to wear chastity belts.
posedly prevents conservative The marriage ceremony could
holier-than-thou politicans from then include a solemn “Giving
Hicksville like Representative of the Key” to the new hus
Robertson from forcing their band.
—Outlaw the sale of con
morals on the rest of us. The
Wisconsin Fornication Law traceptive devices, and then
prohibits freedoms guaranteed make unmarried pregnancy
under the Bill of Rights. And punishable by death.
—How about erecting a 20
these are the same Republicans
foot
high barbed wire fence
and conservative Democrats
who don’t want sex education across Wisconsin, and putting
taught in our schools. It only unmarried males on one side
follows that not only aren’t we and unmarried females on the
other?
supposed to know anything
Enough already! We “consen
about sexual intercourse, we
ting adults” of Wisconsin are
must be arrested if we happen
old enough to know the dif
to come across the opportunity
to engage in this “no-no” of ference between “right” and
“wrong”. At least we thought
"no-nos”.
we did last time we voted and
Since these same Republicans
are also opposed to increased elected these "politicians” to
budget spending (gee—I guess office. The "conscientious” peo
the ONLY thing they’re FOR is ple of Wisconsin must help to
buying more bombs and guns combat this threat to our
unalienable rights. A roll call

L a u m a n n announces ca n d id a cy
To the Editors:
I would like to announce my
candidacy for the position of
President of the Lawrence
University Community Council
for 1981-82.
In the past LUCC has played
a significant role in serving the
Lawrence community. The
President and Vice President
are elected each spring by the
students and faculty. The
Council members are composed
of eight faculty and twelve
students. LUCC is divided into
two standing committees: The
Committee on Committees and
The Finance Committee. The
Finance Committee is chaired
by the Vice President and
prepares the annual budget and
allocates funds throughout the
year. The Committee on Com
mittees is presided by the Presi
dent and appoints members to
LUCC committees.

Be there:
To the Lawrence Community
How many upperclassmen
remember the convocation
given by William Sloan Coffin
on the arms race two years ago?
I was moved by this man’s
presentation, and I remember
wondering if the excitement of
the moment could last, or if it
would be forgotten in a few
weeks. For those of you whose
inspiration, like mine, might
have dulled with time, or who
weren’t there for that convoca
tion, this Saturday’s Con
ference on Nuclear Armaments
is an ideal opportunity to learn
about an issue which, like it or
not, concerns you. No one asked
you if you wanted to be a
hostage in a world every twenty
minutes from being turned into
radioactive pudding. You are.
Become informed. Shape your
opinions. And make them
count!
Sincerely
DAVID ARNOSTI

An addition to the by-laws at ministrators. I plan to work
the February 23, 1981 meeting closely with this group in mak
created the Steering Commit ing the decision. The Program
tee. This new committee will be Council, is one area for possible
comprised of LUCC members. review. Its coordination of
Their duty will be to serve as a cultural, social, recreational and
vital link between student con educational programs and the
cerns and formulating these selection of members is one
concerns into recommenda issue LUCC may be interested
tions.
in addressing. Actions taken
The council and its commit this year by LUCC may also be
tees offer students and faculty reviewed next year as to their
the opportunity to work effectiveness.
together to serve the interest
As LUCC representative this
and needs of the community. past year I served as a member
As President I will work to in of the Financt Committee. I
itiate and maintain sound and have become familiar with the
functioning standing and ad mechanics of the council and its
hoc committees.
procedures for formulating
The coming year promises a policy. I believe my year ex
variety of possible issues to be perience will provide the
addressed by LUCC. The status necessary continuity the office
of the Art Annex will be deter of President demands.
mined. This decision will be
Sincerely,
made by a committee compris
SARA L. LAUMANN
ed of students, faculty and ad-
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by Prim a Dona
Dean Lauter has been accepting applications for next year’s
London program since last term, but until last week he had no
idea where the center would be housed.
Yes, the London center is moving again! A location has
been found in the Maida Vale area at 172 Sutherland Ave., Lon
don, England. It does not have a title like "The Arden” or "The
Darwin Lodge”, therefore offering the added advantage of
allowing Lawrentians to use their creative talents in choosing
their own name for the new center. Other advantages include.
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Nuclear arms conference
by David Arnosti
Therm onuclear
bomb.
I C B M .MIRV. SALT.
Megaton.Megadeath.
W h at
do
these
words
suggest to you? What do
those graphs in “ Tim e”
magazine showing “ their”
missiles versus "ours” mean?
Can we win a nuclear war "On a
percentage basis?” To many
people, the topic of nuclear ar
maments is confusing and
mysterious. A conference on
nuclear armaments to be held
at Lawrence this Saturday will
provide information from which
p a rtic ip a n ts
can
form
knowledgeable opinions and
make intelligent decisions.
Two films, discussions, and
an address by Colonel John
Buchanan from the Center for
Defense Information will be
featured. The conference begins
at 9 a.m. in Youngchild 161
when "The SALT Syndrome”
will be shown. The film
presents an argument against
the Strategic Arms limitation
Talks by the hard-line
American Security Council. A

discussion period will be follow
ed by “War Without Winners,”
a production of the Center for
Defense Information, a more
liberal think-tank. Following
luncheon at Colman Hall, small
groups will discuss religious,
p o litic a l, economic, and
military aspects of the arms
race. F in ally , Col. Jo hn
Buchanan from the Center will
speak at 2:30; “ A Marine Col
onel’s Thought on the Defense
Budget.” Buchanan has a B.A.
in political science from George
Washington University and an
M.A. in international relations.
Sponsoring the conference
are the Fox Valley Nuclear Ar
maments Awareness Program,
LU’s Ecumenical Coordinating
Committee, and LU Students
for World Peace. Financial sup
port was from LUCC, Trinity
Lutheran Church, First Con
gregational Church of Christ,
and the Memorial Presbyterian
Church. More information can
be obtained from the conference
c oordinator,
Robert M.
Rosenberg.
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according to eye-witness Donna Gresser, desks in every room, a
larger kitchen facility, close shopping area, and best of all a
huge back yard that encompasses the entire block of buildings.
Although the new location is farther away from the action in the
west end, there is a direct line tube stop near by, therefore ac
tually constituting a savings as time will no longer be wasted
climbing up and down stairs searching for the green or the blue
line.
The new location is part of the Vienna group of hotels own
ed by Peter Lowe, who also owned the hotels for the Fall and
Winter Term programs this year. The new facility houses 35
people with extra space available in an adjoining hotel. Dean
Lauter is very optimistic about the new location and hopes it
will become a permanent home. “ I ’d like to see us stay here for
at least ten years.”
Looking ahead to next year’s program, Dean Lauter an
nounced that Malcolm Warner will be back again next year
teaching British Art History, exploring the Tate Gallery, and
breaking young girl’s hearts.
Dean Lauter is still accepting applications for next year
with a special emphasis on Winter term. Students have been
lulled into a false sense of security with two mild winters in a
row, but next year, according to the Fanner’s Almanac we are
in for our worst winter in thirty years. Think about it. Do you
want to spend your winter in Appleton or London? The choice is
yours.
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Play next weekend
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Belfast, Northern Ireland—Irish Republican Army guerilla
Bobby Sands died early Tuesday in the 66th day of his hunger
strike at Maze Prison, the British Northern Ireland Office
reported. The 27 year-old Sands, who had campaigned from his
jail cell and was elected to the British Parliament on April 9,
died at 1:17 a.m. in the prison’s hospital wing. Sands, who was
fasting with three other prisoners to demand political-prisoner
status for IRA inmates was the 13th Irish nationalist hunger
striker to die in British jails this century and the first to die in
Northern Ireland.
Washington—The United States, Egypt, and Israel opened
talks Monday on an international peacekeeping force for the
Sinai Peninsula. The force would include the first American
troops to be stationed permanently in the troubled Middle East.
The force is expected to number about 2,500 men, about half of
them Americans, officials said. Talks will go on for three days at
the State Department, a spokesman said.
W ashington— The first government-controlled human
tests of Laetrile show the drug is ineffective against cancer,
scientists said Thursday. Dr. Charles Moertel of the Mayo
Clinic said that 104 of the 160 patients tested died. In only one
case did a patient respond partially to treatment, and that
response still is considered questionable, Moertel said. The
tests, sponsored by the National Cancer Institute, were aimed
at settling years of controversy over the drug’s usefulness in
treating cancer.
Stanford, Cal.—Patricia Hearst Shaw, the heiress who
became a bank robber after her kidnaping by the Symbionese
Liberation Army, has given birth to a girl, Stanford University
Medical Center reported Monday. The infant, who has not been
named, was born at 5:15 p.m. Sunday and is the first for Mrs.
Shaw, 29. She was married in 1979 to Bernard Shaw, a San
Francisco police officer who had been her bodyguard.
Atlanta—Jimmy Carter as President was insecure, caught in
a cross-fire between his staff and his Cabinet, and obsessed with
news leaks, former Cabinet member Joseph Califano has writ
ten in a book about the administration, a newspaper reported
Sunday. Califano says Carter was caught between feuding con
servative and liberal advisers and was saddled with a Cabinet
that “had little respect for the Carter staff and no clear sense of
where the President was leading them.’’
A Soviet Invasion of Poland is unlikely, union leader Lech
Walesa said Thursday, but Poles are prepared to resist if it does
occur. Interviewed via satellite for an American television pro
gram, Walesa said he believes the reforms that his union,
Solidarity, seek could be achieved peacefully. “ I think we have
enough wit and intelligence to know how far we can go,” he said.
The interview came only hours after the Polish Communist Par
ty ousted former Prime Minister Jozef Pinkowski from the rul
ing Politburo and installed two workers.
Houston— Heavy rains flooded Houston, drowning a baby
and forcing people to get around the city in boats Monday. Two
tornadoes plowed through suburban homes during the
rainstorm, injuring six people. Sunday’s deluge dumped up to
six inches on Houston. Flash flood warnings and watches were
posted early Monday for 11 other counties in southern Texas.
Madrid— Militery conspirators contacted the United
States and the Vatican before trying to overthrow Spain’s
democratic goverment, according to the newspaper Diaro 16.
Gen. Alfonso Armada, appointed deputy chief of staff shortly
before the attempted coup and now accused of being a leader of
the short-lived Feb. 23 rebellion, “sounded out” the U.S. and
the Vatican, the paper said. In both cases, the conspirators were
told that Spanish politics was an internal affair and both sup
ported continuation of democracy in Spain, the newspaper said.
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F R IE N D S
Don't Let
F R IE N D S
Drive Drunk.

O n ly tw o c h a n c e s to see s h o w
by Libby Olson
Lawrentians will have only
two chances to see public show
ings of the spring production
You Can’t Take It With You.
This wacky comedy will run
from May 14-16 in Stansbury
Theater at 8:00 p.m.; however,
the Friday performance will be
a benefit for the ABC House.
Tickets are free to Lawrentians
with an activity card for the
14th and 16th. If you want to
support the A Better Chance
program by buying a ticket for
the Friday the 15th show call
731-9988.
You Can’t Take It With You
was written by Moss Hart and
George S. Kaufman. The classic
American comedy takes place
in the living room of Grandpa
Vanderhof “just around the
corner from Columbia Univer
sity, but don't go looking for
it...For here meals are eaten,
plays are written, snakes col
lected, ballet steps practiced,
xylophones played, printing
presses operated.” The conflict
arises when Alice, the only
member of the Sycamore family
not tinged by insanity, becomes
engaged to Tony Kirby, whose
family typifies upper class

America in the 1930’s. The in
evitable meeting of the two
finances families is the climax
of the play (“One of the best
written scenes in American
comedy”—Fred Gaines.)
Mark Dintenfass, associate
professor of English, has once
again crossed College Avenue
to take on a madcap adventure
in the LU Theater Department.
Dintenfass is not new to LU
theater. Last Spring he directed
an equally wacky show—Stop
pard's After Magritte. Dinten
fass has a Master’s Degree in
Drama, has done dramatic
criticism and is presently
teaching a course in Modern
Drama. The artistic team of
Richmond Frielund and Pamela
Brailey join their talents (as
they did already this year for
The Crucible and Tartuffe) to
create the set, lighting and
costume designs. Cheryl Horne
and Peter Seckman are assis
tant directors.
When asked what the cast
wanted to say about the play
the responses were: “Wacky!”,
“ It ’s madcap!”, “ I t ’s really
wacky!!”, "Come see it!”. The
cast includes: Julie Thompson

Babbitt c a n 't

t a k e it w it h h im .

I'll,Ho. n,-ml, ¡„K

as Penny Sycamore, Frank
Babbitt as Grandpa Vanderhof,
Mary-Terese Cozzola as Alice
Sycamore, Eric Simonson as
Tony Kirby, Harold Sager as
Paul Sycamore, Mark Cravens
as Kolenkov, Mike Wilson as
Ed, Jenny Riebs as Essie, Ben
Neuman as DePinna, Ben Ledo
as Rheba, Derrick DeWalt as
Donald, Pat Short as Mr. Kir
by, Pamela Brailey as Mrs. Kir
by, Mary Hargrave as Gay,
Payl McComas as the Police
Chief, Mark Steidl and Ron
C urtis as Officers, Mary
Swensen as Olga and Jon
Herold as Henderson.

N ic h o ls o n “ E a s y ” , B ra n d o “ W ild ”
y o u r choice fo r w eekend film s
by Jim Cheng
This weekend’s double
feature presents two films
which provide glimpses of an
America which was clinging to
its cherished ideal of fellowship
and freedom. The 1950s and 60s
were times of change and
unrest, when social mores were
toppling as fast as they were be
ing established. As period
pieces, Easy Rider and The
W ild One are valuable
documents which depict our
country in this state of flux. As
cinematic entertainment, the
films are somewhat less suc
cessful.
Easy Rider (1969) is perhaps
best remembered as one of the
first anti-establishment films.
Its handling of sexual and
social concerns ushered in a
new era of film-making. Viewed
as a modern fable circa 1969,
the film owes a large debt to the
beatnik writings of Jack
Kerouac. Framed by the sights
and sounds of the 1960s, Easy
Rider traces two members of
America’s disenchanted youth
as they travel the American
Road.
In a sense, the film is a
modern, urban Western in
reverse. Two drug-culture
cowboys, Billy and Wyatt (Den
nis Hopper and Peter Fonda,
respectively) score some co
caine which enables them to
take a cross-country cycle trip
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from the West Coast to New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras,
thus denying the standard
American obsession w ith
westward expansion. Along the
way, the two visit the small
towns, farms, and communes
which make up the older, ideal
conception of America. This is
in direct conflict with the recep
tion the pair receives from the
b igoted,
unen lighten e d
citizenry of the Southwest. The
rather casual pace of the first
two-thirds of the film belies the
inevitable tragedy which awaits
our heroes. As the adver
tisements say, they went in
search of America but never
found it.
Fonda’s concern with making
Wyatt the enigmatic silent type
results in a wooden perfor
mance. Hopper as Billy is more
convincing, especially consider
ing that this was also his direc
toral debut. The most lively
performance is undoubtably
Jack Nicholson as George Han
son, the ACLU lawyer who ac
companies the pair on their
journey. In his first major film,
Nicholson breaks out of the
sleepy pace set by Hopper and
steals the film’s best scenes.
Nicholson also has the honor of
rather baldly summing up the
entire film when he says, "This
used to be a helluva good coun
try. I can t understand what’s
happened to it.”

SU B

Easy Rider is by no means a
great film. But its status as a
cult film has obscured its im
portance. Its very strengths
are, in 1981, its weaknesses. In
so faithfully portraying the
mood of the late 1960’s, the film
is doomed to keep its place as
an excellent period piece. As
Fonda himself described it.
Easy Rider is indeed a prime ex
ample of "cinema verite in
allegory terms.”
The Wild One also derives its
values from a faithful portrayal
of a slice of Americana. This
time the setting is a small
W estern
town
called
Wrightsville. Marlon Brando is
Johnny, the tough, animalistic
leader of the Black Rebels
Motorcycle Club. One day the
group decides to terrorize and
take over this town and its peo
ple. Their reign of terror con
tinues until the alarmed natives
decide to act. Moral of the
story: the so-called “establish
ment” is just as much at fault
for the state of America’s youth
as are the youth themselves.
Interestingly, The Wild One
was based on an actual inci
dent. in 1947, some 4000 bikers
took over the town of Hollister,
California.
Easy Rider gets two outings
at 7 and 10:15, with The Wild
One at 8:45. All films are at
Stansbury.
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S a u n d e r s tr a v e ls to I t l a y
In se a rc h o f A n th ro .
by Joyce Majewski
Looking back on last year,
George Saunders of the An
thropology department found
his trip to Italy as the director
of the ACM Florence Program a
great experience. He enjoyed
teaching in a different at
mosphere. The year spent in
such a wonderful city, said
Saunders, and the education he
received in Art History are rele
vant indirectly to his previous
PHD research which took place
in a village in the Alps. During
the summers before and after
his involvement with the
Florence Program, he had the
opportunity to return to this
village.
Interestingly, Mr. Saunders
had never taken an A n
thropology course as an
undergraduate. He received his
undergraduate degree in
Economics and Spanish from
Claremont Men’s College in
1967. Afterwards he pursued an
MBA in Economics at Stanford
but left after one year. He then
joined the Peace Corps and liv
ed in Venezuela with his wife,
Carol, from 1968-1969. Mr.
Saunder s work in the Peace
Corps, developing cooperatives,
sparked his interest in studying
Anthropology.
After leaving the Peace Corps
in 1969 Mr. Saunders was
employed by the Public Social
Service in California as a
Spanish speaking social worker.
“The two years spent here were
very formative years for me,"
said Saunders, “as I became in
terested in problems of culture
and mental health.” It was dur
ing this time that Mr. Saunders
decided to work toward his
Ph.D. in Psychological An
thropology which he received
from UC-SD in 1976. While
working toward his Ph.D. he
had the opportunity to do sum
mer research in 1972 and cir
cum stances led him to
Peimonte, a small farming
village in northwestern Italy.
He returned to Piemonte again
in 1974 for one year to do his
fieldwork in Psychological An
thropology. Before coming to
Lawrence in 1977, Mr.
Saunders taught one year at
UC-SD.
At Lawrence he feels that his
objective as an anthropology

professor is “to shake people three generation extended
out of the complacency that fam ilies any m o re .” Mr.
comes from a singular cultural Saunders is concerned with
ly constituted view of the “both the psychological conse
world.” Mr. Saunders feels that quences and antecedents as to
‘ anthropology is one of the why they do not want to live in
least known of the disciplines at larger families and what hap
Lawrence and people do not pens when they do live in the
really know what anthropology smaller, nuclear families. There
is all about.” Students have a is a great deal of psychological
notion
about
biology, and cultural continuity even
psychology or history but he though there has been much
feels th a t they have a change in family form.”
“mistaken notion about an
The culm ination of his
thropology.” They have an idea research has been the publica
that anthropology is “Margaret tion of several papers, one ap
Mead standing in a grass skirt pearing in Ethos in 1979 entitl
in Samoa and Richard Leakey ed “ Social Change and
in Olduvai Gorge.”
Psychocultural Continuity in
Alpine Italian Families.” Mr.
Saunders presently has an arti
cle submitted for publication
and several forthcoming ar
ticles. He is editing a book,
Transformations of Christiani
ty: An A n th ro p o lo g ic al
Perspective, that he hopes to
have completed by the end of
the summer. Mr. Saunders is
also working on rewriting his
dissertation as a book on the
Italian village.
Although very pleased with
this year’s department, Mr.
H i G eorge.
I'holo Ari,I Saunders said, “I am really en
thusiastic about the way the
“ Anthropology can teach us department and program look
about
ourselves,”
said for next year.” Marilyn Essex
Saunders, “and this is impor of the Sociology department
tant in the modern workd. It will be joining Mr. Saunders
helps us to understand other and Dr. Mason as the depart
points of view. Conflict between ments of Anthropology and
cultures is a daily occurence Sociology have merged. Also,
and we need some tools to the department has recently
understand peoples of other hired a "very competent and ex
cultures. That is what an citing anthropologist” Dr. Jay
O ’Brien. Dr. O ’ Brien recently
thropology tries to give us.”
The village of Piemonte, received his Ph.D. from the
where Mr. Saunders’ research University of Connecticut. He
was done, is typical in certain has returned from five years of
respects to modern Europe. It experience in the Sudan and
is a rural area where a genera while doing his fieldwork he
tion ago most villagers were taught at the University of
farmers. Now, the villagers are Khartoum and the University
involved in mainly non- of Gerzia. Dr. O ’Brien has a lot
agricultural work especially in of practical experience in
factories. Traditionally, the development in Africa and will
family system in Piemonte is a be teaching courses in economic
stem family system which is a and political anthropology next
three generation extended fami year.
ly. Within this family system
only one of the brothers or
sisters in any one generation
marries and stays on the farm.
‘With the advent of factory
labo r,” claims Saudners,
“children do not want to live in
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by Tim Clinch
assisted by pianist Tara
After you’ve Celebrated all Temperly; Roxanne Sears and
day Sunday, come to Harper pianist Susan Russell will play
Hall at 8:00 p.m. to hear Carl the slow movement from the
Rath, bassoon, and Gary' Sonata in F minor, Op. 120, No.
Wolkstein, piano, as they pre 2, by Brahms; Mary Brinkso
sent a faculty duo recital. On and pianist Laura Zientak will
the first portion of the program, perform Weber’s Grand Duo
the two will perform the Scher Concertant, Op. 48; Lizette
zo by O. Miroshnikov and An Lewis and p ia n is t Roy
ton Reicha's Sonata, Op. Underhill will present a move
Posthumous. After intermis ment from the Sonata in E-flat
sion, the program will continue Major, Op. - 120, No. 2, by
with Helmut Eder's Sonatine, Brahms; Tammy Liesemann
Op. 34/3; the final work on the and pianist Tina Biese will play
program will be the Variazioni the Sonatina for Clarinet and
su un’ Arietta di Pergolesi by Piano by Willis; Mike Purdo
Ottmar Nussio. Mr. Rath main and pianist Carole Buxton will
tains that there is no connec present the Sonatina for
tion whatsoever between the Clarinet and Piano by Mathias;
fact that clowns, jugglers, etc. and Andy Nelson and Barb
are being advertised for Merritt will conclude the pro
Celebrate, and the fact that he gram with Mendelssohn's Conis presenting a recital that certpiece, Op. 114, No. 2,
evening.
assisted by pianist Tami Jahn.
Violinist Kathryn Nevala will
Cynthea I^ea Wanish, oboe,
share a recital with soprano and Diane Kawczynski, viola,
Nancy Elliott and tenor James will share a recital Thursday,
Gandre this Monday evening, May 14, at 8:30 p.m. in Harper
May 11, at 8:00 in Harper Hall. Hall. Along with Jennifer
Nancy and Jim, assisted by Taylor, oboe, and Wendy Skola,
pianist Steven Edmund, will english horn, Cindy will open
open the program with duets by the program with a perfor
Schumann, Dvorak, and Boito. mance of Beethoven’s Trio for
Kathy will perform the first Two Oboes and English Horn,
movement of Kabalevsky’s Op. 87. Diane will perform the
Concerto, Op. 48, assisted by Concerto in D Major, Op. 1, by
Marty Butorac, piano. Nancy, Carl Stamitz, assisted by
Jim, and Steve will conclude pianist Victoria Handevidt.
the first half of the program After intermission, Diane and
with two duets by Beethoven; ‘cellist Julie Slightam will per
after the intermission, they will form Beethoven's Duet “With
perform the Gypsy Love Song, Two Eyeglasses Obbligato”.
by Victor Herbert, and The Cindy and pianist Tami Jahn
Desert Song, by Signumd will conclude the program with
Romberg. Kathy and Marty Hindemith’s Sonate fur Oboe
will conclude the program with und Klavier.
Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 30, No.
Next Friday and Saturday,
3.
May 15 and 16, the First
There will be a student recital English Lutheran Church will
at 11:10 Tuesday morning in host a symposium on J.S.
Harper Hall; unfortunately, the Bach’s Art of the Fugue. As
office was not able to give me part of the symposium, Thomas
information concerning who Froehlich LU '74, acting chair
will perform, so you can come man of Lawrence’s organ
for a surprise!
department, will perform the
The clarinet students of Dan entire work at 8:15 Friday even
C. Sparks will present a recital ing. Lectures will be held on the
of clarinet chamber music at work Saturday morning, in
8:30 Wednesday evening in cluding a lecture at 9:00 by
Harper Hall. They will perform Michael R. Fisher, another LU
movements from the works in graduate. The recital and lec
dicated. Andy Nelson will pre tures will be free and open to
sent the Hindemith Sonata, the public.

CONKEY

HOURS: Mon & Fri. 9-9
226 E. College Ave. "
Tues. - Thurs. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5
739-1223

LAST DAY

308 East College Avenue
Appleton. Wisconsin 54911

forTextbook refunds

414-734-1969

S a t u r d a y
105 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911
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All extra books will be going
back to the publisher this
week! Please pick up any
special orders.
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Attention Passengers
O ’Hare bound on June 14
Slavic Trip seniors must charter
a plane in order to stay for Com
m e n c e m e n t.
Need
2 m ore
passengers. Leaving 1:30 pm. Cost
$81 per person. Please help us out!
Contact S. Shepherd, x6883 or K.
Larkins, x6858.
Parking in the Sage Hall Lot
The parking lot to the East of
Sage Hall is a real problem. A total
of five spaces are reserved for
tenants living in several of the
nearby Lawrence rentals. They
have been unable to park in their
assigned spots, having been
displaced by students. We would
ask that you refrain from using
those spots at any time, including
weekends and evenings.
Convocation Speakers
The Committee on Public Occa
sions solicits recommendations
from students for next year’s con
vocation speakers. Nominees must
be persons who will attract a
substantial audience and who are
known to be good speakers. Names
should be sent, along with informa
tion about each individual’s area of
competence and speaking ability,
to Professor William Schutte, the
committee chairman, in Main Hall.

Take a Break!!!
Come enjoy great food, great
music, great times. The Delta Gam 
ma and Delta Tau Delta 1981
pledge classes are sponsoring an all
campus picnic. Only $1.50 for brats
and beer. Extra beer -3 for a dollar.
Wednesday 13 May, the quad,
4:30-? (In case of rain, same date,
same time, in the Delt basement.)
Tickets will be sold next week at
Downer and at the picnic, lie there!

OPEN M IK E
This Sunday there will be an
OPEN M IK E N IG H T in the Cof
feehouse starting at Nine o’clock
and continuing until midnight. Br
ing your talent or your voice or
your humor or at least your ears
and come on down!!!
Dance
Dance to the music of Jeff Wisser
and the College Avenue Band and
drink genuine American beer at the
FIG I house tonight at 10:00 p.m.
In honor of Mother's day, we will
admit your mom free if you bring
her. Otherwise, $1.50 and $2.00 for
couples.

Publications
Applications for Editors and
B usiness M anagers for The
Lawrentian, Tropos, and Ariel are
due today, Friday, May 8. Please
place applications in the envelope
on the door of the LUCC office door
in the Memorial Union by 8:00 p.m.
If there are any problems, please
contact John Wiesman at ext.
6861.

Concert of Indian Dance
Prabha Marathe, a classical
dancer from India, will present a
concert of Indian dance F. Iday,
May 8, at 8 p.m. in Riverview
Lounge of Lawrence University’s
Memorial Union.
Prabha has studied the Kathak
dance style of northern I ndia from her
childhood and for the last 25 years
has been active in classical dance in
India. She had studied with Birju
Maharaj, the great guru of Kathak
dance in India. She is said to avoid
scrupulously the exaggeration of
speed, acrobatics and overexpres
sion in her dance and tries to win
the audience through pure, graceful
and dignified Kathak only.
The program Friday night is
open to the public at no charge.

Honor System Forum
An open forum sponsored by
LUCC and the Honor Council will
be held today—May 8—at 4:15 in
Riverview Lounge to discuss the
Lawrence Honor System.
LUCC Elections
Elections for the 1980-81 LUCC
President and Vice-President will
be held Monday, May 18. Petitions
to have name placed on the ballot
may be obtained in the LUCC office
in the Union.

Dinner Theater
‘‘Sideshow’’, a three man comedy
team, will present a dinner-theater
Postions Available
performance on Monday, May 11,
Applications are now available
in the Colman Hall Dining Room.
Dinner will be at 5:15 p.m. and the for positions on 1980-81 LUCC
show will begin at 6:30 p.m. The act Committees and University Com
has been popular all over the mittees. Applications may be ob
Midwest at State Fairs, schools tained at the front desks of all
and festivals. LU students will be residence halls. Completed applica
admitted free with their food faces tions are to be returned to the
LUCC office in the Union before
and LU ID cards.
Sunday, May 17 at 5:00 p.m.
Let It Be Lowenbrau
Foreign Food
Phi Delta Theta will be sponsor
" I f you’re up for a change, come
ing a Steak and Lowenbrow stand
all day and all night during the on over and try our foreign cuisine.
Celebrate activities on Sunday. The On Sunday, May 10, LA W R E N C E
stand is going to be located behind IN T E R N A T IO N A L will welcome
the Memorial Union, outside, on you in front of the Library and sell
top of Union Hill. Heres to good crepes, croquettes, scottish short
bread and potica a Yugoslavian
friends!
nut roll made with honey and chop
LITE TUG-O-WAR
ped nuts). Don't miss this oppor
The Miller Beer company is going tunity to eat great food. See you
to be sponsoring its annual Tug-O- there from 12:00 p.m. till dark.”
War event. The prize for the
Baccalaureate Service?
h u s k ie s t g ro u p of men or
ATTENTION: CLASS OF ’81.
women—whichever the case may be
- will be several cases of Lite beer. Are you interested in participating
A great spectator sport, if nothing in the baccalaureate service, Satur
else. GUYS: Impress a couple girls! day, June 13? Singers and speakers
G IR L S: Come and pull your own and possibly poetry readers are
load! To sign up your team, (10 tug- needed. If interested or for informa
gers per team), call Chris Mitchell, tion, contact David Becker, Kohler
306, x6896—IM M E D IA T E L Y !
x6786.

E oupon

“C lip a n d S a v e ”

S am m y’s
Pizza

"Dance in America”
The Lawrence University Dance
Company will sponsor a “ Dance in
America" mini-series as part of the
festivity of Celebrate! 81 on Sun
day, May 10.
The series will consist of films
and dance master classes in the F.
Theodore Cloak Theatre in the
Music-Drama Center. The program
is free and is open to persons of all
ages.
The series will start at noon with
the film, “Trailblazers of Modern
Dance.” From 1:15 to 2:15 p.m.,
K athy Kaemm erlen, a dance
teacher, will conduct a master class
"geared toward the entire family,"
according to Wendy Watson, one of
the planners of the series.
The film, “The Martha Graham
Dance Company,” will be shown at
2:30 p.m., and it will be followed at
4:15 p.m. by a master class led by
Mary Ellen Luke. The film, “The
Dance Theatre of Harlem,” will be
shown at 5:30 p.m. to complete the
day's activities.

T
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W HAT? Only $1.50 for two brats
and -beer?!! Potato chips, carrot
sticks, and C O O K IE S?!! I ’ll be
there!! (May 13, the quad) PASS IT
ON.
F R E D E R IC K N IZZI An un
■ controlled or uncontrollable relish
I of and yearning for s«*x?
0.

I
H E Y Y O U !!! I thought you wen- 1 just kidding when you threatened
I to pull an “ Archie”!!! Thought
things over yet? Things like "3"
I and ” 16” aren’t shared with just
This Coupon W orth
I any old friend. What do you say?
Toward the purchase of your next large pizza,
I Friends? Please don’t do what
you’ve done in the past.
or * 1 .0 0 on a medium if used on or before May 22.
__ I
Favorite Number—Four
I
O H .JIMMKK, Hum was so
I K IGH T! I thought it would never

$1 . 5 0

211

N o r th A p p le to n S tr e e t

I

A p p le t o n , W is c o n s in 5 4 9 1 1

I

I
I

7 3 4 - 4 5 6 7

I
I
_

Take Out Service or

F r e e D e liv e r y
“ Hot To Your D oor”
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11:30 a.m.
HOURS: Sunday-Thursday 5:00-12:30 a.m.
Friday - Saturday 5:00 -1:30 a.m.

happen to you. Too bad but you’re
in good company with Laurance.

Hear, next time you decide to go
wild, pick up strange men, and then
want to sleep in the car all night
count me out. I ’m getting too old
for such foolishness!
Sincerely.
D.B.

I

I
I
I

■

I
I
I
I
I
. -I

DEB, what really happened to the
TV? Tht* truth should be known.

—

.*

•■

*
W hy are these girls smiling?

Kappa Kappa Gamma Announces Pledges
Kappa Kappa Gamma colonized the Zeta Epsilon Chapter
at Lawrence University April 25, 1981. Eleven enthusiastic
Lawrence women pledged Kappa becoming the Chapter’s
charter pledges.
The colonization began Thursday evening, April 25 with a
reception in the Gold Room. Saturday morning a luncheon was
held for the rushees in Colman Hall cafeteria. Attending the lun
cheon were: local alumni, Kappas from Eta Chapter at the
University of Wisconsin, national officers, field representatives
and Lawrence rushees. Pledging was held immediately after the
luncheon.
The charter pledges now begin the exciting prospect of
developing a Kappa Kappa Gamma Chapter. The installation of
the colony will be in late October.
The Charter pledges are:
Allison Galbraith, Woodridge 111., Philosophy 1984. Jeanna
M. Hicks 1983, Slavic Linguistics, Plainwell, MI. Sara Lauman
1982, Biology, Rochester, MN. Holly Lyon 1982, History, Mt.
Vernon, Iowa. Nancy Olson 1984, Government, Edina MN.
Louise Oppendahl 1984, Music, Cedar Rapids, IA. Jennifer
Peterson 1984, Psychology, Janesville, WI. Anne Sanders 1984,
Math, Green Bay, WI. Tirzah Strom 1984, Vocal Performance,
Pickett, WI. Janine Tea 1984, Psychology, New Brighton, MN.
Lisa Wingfield 1983, Art/English, Oconomowoc, WI.
New Pledges are:
Elizabeth Moins, Barb Katt, Anna Drvaric, Lisa McClarty.
TL—How many kilometers can.
you run?
W E ARE The Celebrate Commit
tee...________________________ ____
L ISA —Don’t worry, age spots
build character! Happy Birthday!
C H R IS —Maybe a liquid diet
would curej'our squeeks.
MY FAIT H in humanity is
restored! Thanks to all who saved
my kite last Saturday on Union
Hill.
TREV ER? Quiet? W ith us ;.s
c o u n s e lo rs ?
Y o u g o tta
be
kidding!!!
VP1&2
E S M E R E L D A — R e m e m b e r:
Gaga
is
good.
Jonathan
Rich man
IT ’S THE SAM E the whole
world over, ain’t it a bleeding
shame? The backs get all the glory,
and the scrum get all the blame.
GO GET ’EM IN STEVENS
POINT!
HULK —Been doing any rabbit
hunting latelv? Watch your back
side.
T H E S U IT E
S P A C E R T: Who would write
you a personal anyway?__________
HI BEETLE, Lorenzo, Kathryn.
Lorenzo did you cure your sex
blues in Amsterdam?
DON'T M ISS beer and brats in
the quad. May 13. (only $1.50)
O R M S B Y quote-of-the-week:
"I'm so mad I could spit!"
Donna l,erille
A N N IE M IS H L E R : Congrats on
a job well done. I admire your
talents on and off the stage!
W H IC H O F T H E following do«*
not fit?
a) Tunes A dancing
b) Studying
c) Food & drink
d) Zoo Day
GROVER: Interesting mail-order
catalogues you’ve got there! When
are you placing your order???
___ ______________ A Peeker
FRANK —When piggy gets full
of quarters you see we'll need the
money for an operation on me; for
an operation on my woopsee-doo so
I can last 'til I'm twenty-two.
______ —Pt >rphy to blast heu<I facie s

D ID N 'T find a room for next
year? Two adjacent singles in
Hrokaw available. Applications are
now being accept«“»!
"gg
You've grown away from
DR. W E E N IE : Firgure this one
us. Don't move too far from cam o u t
T herom
No.
7
pus. Hugs and kisses, B. and L.__
FUYOA B IW G E .
Your Partner
AW, HECK, CORNY.
SEE YOU at the all campus picBET H Y , N IC E PARTY

G L O —No more weeping for the
Bulldog—you’ve got better pro
blems than L
_
A Q U ICK rebuttal to the above:
Here’s a response to Mr. fades’
quote. You do that and I ’ll go for
your throat. I ’m going to wait until
I ’m twenty-one. To use those
quarters for my own fun!!!
CUFF Yeah, but do you think I
can keep my head out of the water
for 1H whole laps???
Pooh*
A P P L IC A T IO N S now being ac
cepted for entrance into the Ed and
Essie fan club. For details contact
I'at Short.
H E Y BLASTED: I agree, let's
keep our clothes on. Love, Your
Honey Bunny Sweetie Poo.
CELEBRATE CELEBRATE
early tonight at the F IG I house.
Jeff Wisser and the College Avenue
Band will play along with you. Fri.,
May 8, 10 p.m. $1.50; couples $2.00.
H AS AN YONE seen the mascot
of 4th floor Brokaw? DeMets wants
it back.
W HAT V E G E T A B L E is yellow
green and Catholic? Answer: Bob
by S a n d s . ___
DUTCH, where the h«*ll were you
BUu
at 7:00?
SURE DUTCH, we'll just have a
couple at the bar then drink at
home,
Hear
W H AT 'S G R E E N , blue, slimey,
and as big as a football? Answer
three personels down.
DUTCH, How many times have I
told you not to do that while I am
driving. You know your head gets
in the way of the steering-wheel.
Hear
DUTCH —Now look what you’ve
done. I wasn't paying attention
and now wo re lost.
Hear
R A N D Y ’S FOOT
LETS H E A R IT for the cool,
calm, and collected counselors to
be, of Plnntz. Rah, Rah, Rah, for
the Trooper, the Terrorist, the
Nephew, and the Uncle. W E ARE
T HAT COOL.
W HAT'S COOL, frslivr, and
dear? Answer: P.P. A C
BEAR, you’re pretty potent. I
hope the plants recover as well as I
did.
Dutch
W H Y CAN'T everyone be more
lik«> u»T77
n a t io n a l SECRETARY
the Week: Sarah Brown.
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Sports profile

T h is w a s A n d r e w W . H a z u c h a
by W.W. Wally
There was a boy. He was a
happy boy. His name was A n
dy. A ndy Hazucha. Andy
wasn't like the other boys. An
dy brought Jude the Obscure to
baseball practice. Andy quoted
Eliot between chaws of Red
Man. Andy played Hamlet to
the J-Board and Grendel to the

SO LD OUT to Levi Garrett
Delt House. But Andy is no
more.
The boy is gone. Victim of an
ancient Phi Delt ritual, he was
drowned in the course of his
Fox River baptism following
his recent engagement. Ken
nedy; King; Lennon; Hazucha.
Where will it end? How many
innocents must be sacrificed to
our societal bloodlust? The boy
had been a scholar. The boy had
been an athlete. The boy had
been a poet.
This was the boy...

From, The Arlington Heights
Gazette, June, 1978:
Andrew Hazucha, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Hazucha of Arl
ington Heights will be attend
ing Lawrence University, Ap
pleton, Wisconsin, in the fall.
The former Arlington baseball
star is, reputedly, forsaking his
athletic career in order to
devote himself full time to funnellation, bar dice, and his in
tensive study of recurring
words and punctuation in
Shakespeare, an area in which
the Ijawrence staff is reputedly
unequalled. Mr. Hazucha is a
graduate of Arlington High
School, 1978, and St. Joseph’s
Reform School, 1975.

Memo; from Deborah Town
send, Dean of Campus Life, to
Richard Helms, Director,
Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion, May, 1978:
Dick-1 need your help. One of
our dormitories, Trever Hall,
has been infested by a tribe of
rabble-rousers who seem to be
headed by a smirking savage

Photo: Sue Quentel

named Hazucha. His followers
call him “ Rebel”. I think it’s go
ing to take something drastic,
Dick. They’ve already stripped
the halls of wallpaper, imported
enough fireworks to level Fort
Dix, and have recently taken to
exploding carp across campus.
My authority only extends to
expulsion. As a threat to our na
tional security, I feel that your
department should employ
more severe measures.
From, Sports Illustrated, June,
1980Lawrence University, riding
the coattails of spphomore
phenom Andy Hazucha, has
clinched a second straight
Midwest Conference title.
Described by Coach Rich
Agness as “Not only the best
player I ’ve ever coached, but
also the most talented athlete
ever to play for me,” Hazucha
has torn up such opponents as
the Milwaukee School of
Engineering en route to captur
ing an endorsement contract
with the Levi Garrett Chewing
Tobacco Company. “What’s
m ore,” concluded Coach
Agness, “ I honestly don t
believe that I ’ve ever had
anyone as good as Andy on any
of my teams.”

From, The Pulitzer Prize Com
mittee, January, 1981:
“The Committee’s selection
for ‘Best Sports Feature’ goes
to Andrew Hazucha, Sports
Editor of The Lawrentian, for
his article “The Lovesong of L.
Lauren Hurlbut.” We found
this piece to be of superior
merit, both in its insightful in
vestigative reporting and in
its intriguing subversion of the
English language. Mr. Hazucha
is also to be commended for the
irrelevant interpolation of
poetic quotations, possibly the
most innovative journalistic
technique since Chris Butler in
vented slander.”
From, The London Times,
March 6, 1981:
Police are searching for an
American tourist who, alleged
ly, was seen tossing water
balloons from the bell tower of
Westminster Abbey between
the hours of one and two o’clock
a.m. The assailant, described by
one witness as “wearing red
tennis shoes and spitting
something,” was heard to ex
claim alternately at passersby,
“Light, more light!,” “ I ’m a
Rubberband Man,” and the
first three stanzas of “Sailing
to Byzantium.” The only traces
remaining upon the police ar
rival was an empty tin of
Copenhagen Chewing Tobacco.
From, Andy Hazucha’s Diary,
May 1, 1981:
I am that good. I am that
good -but I ’ve just got to stop
playing so well or Aggy’s going
to bench me for sure. Maybe if I
bat lefty...or backwards.
From, Phi Delta Theta chapter
meeting minutes, May 5, 1981:
President Levin: It has been
disclosed that Brother Hazucha
has taken the fatal, ring-giving
step.
Chorus: River! River!
President Levin: So it is writ
ten.

S p o rts
R u g g ers up b u t u n der
by Lance Spike
Last Saturday, on a wind
swept stretch of grass, Ap
pleton Rugby Club’s early
season victory string was snap
ped. Unable to take advantage
of consistently good field posi
tion during the first hald, Ap
pleton ultimately succumbed to
Oshkosh’s ruggers, 14-4.
Appleton was only able to
convert one of several try op
portunities during the opening
thirty minutes despite using
the wind effectively to keep the
ball in Oshkosh’s zone. A
brilliant effort by scrum-half
Pete Shuster came to naught as
he was stopped just inches from
the try-line. With grim deter
mination, golden boy Pete hob
bled and gimped his way past
several b’goshes only to be
tackled within reach of his grail.
Appleton promptly proceeded
to boot the ball away.
In the second half, contrary
winds stymied A ppleton’s
vaunted k ic k in g a ttack.
Oshkosh steadily ground down
the blue-and-white’s wearying
defense and succeeded in literal
ly running over the defenders
for three opportunistic tries.
Frustrated by the barametric
conditions and their own in
ability to get a good ball out to
their backs, Appleton could not
muster an enthusiastic counter
attack.

Being gracious victors, the
O shkosh boys hosted a
boisterous party. Traditionally,
the second phase of rugby con
sists of free-flowing brew and
unabashed song. Lanky pigger
A1 Gunn stopped by long
enough to quaff a few in
celebration of his first A side
start before heading home to
adulatory throngs.
Also celebrating fine perfor
mances were Einer Tangen and
Leroy Conliffe. Einar’s hustle
and crisp kicking sparked
Apleton’s B-side to victory. On
the field, Leroy experienced
first hand the brand of exhilara
tion which only ruggers share.
Off the field, I^eroy was expos
ed to the deeper traditions of
rugby comradery such as the
three-man lift. Leroy was last
seen astride a mechanical bull,
riding off into Lake Winnebago.
This weekend Appleton
travels to Green Bay to par
ticipate in the prestigious
Claude Allouez Tournament.
For two gruelling days, the Appletonians will test their mettle
against a bevy of fine Mid-West
opponents. It is rumoured that
Joe Pahr will forsake his recent
habits of habituation to take
part in this one.
Good luck to the LU women
ruggers as they travel to
Stevens Point for a round robin
tournament.

From, W .H . Auden, “ In
Memory of W.B. Yeats”, 1939:
The words of a dead man are
modified in the guts of the liv
ing.
From, David Bowie, 1975:
Rebel, Rebel - your face is a
mess.
From, Andy Hazucha,
given day:
“ I don’t buy it.”

any
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W College Ave
Appleton,W I 54911
735 9915

F u r n itu r e

T e n n is tea m loo ks to conference
The Lawrence University
men’s tennis team wrapped up
the dual portion of its season
Monday afternoon with an 8-1
victory over St. Norbert Col
lege. The win lifted the Vikes
dual meet record to 4-5 on the
year.
Coach Mary Poulson’s netters now turn their attention to
this weekend’s Midwest Con
ference championships set for
Friday and Saturday at Lake
Forest College.
The Vikings will be out to im
prove upon their seventh place
showing of a year ago.
Lawrence had no one reach the
finals last year in either the
singles or doubles play.
As has been the case the past
several years, Ripon and
Carleton appear the solid
favorites to slug it out for the
top two spots. Ripon has won
the t^am title each of the past
two years.
“ It should come down to
Ripon and Carleton,” Poulson
said, “ but that third spot is

pretty well up for grabs. I think
we have as good a chance of
anyone to grab that third
spot.”
Poulson said the lower end of
the singles competition and the

('am Jackson

doubles play could be the key to
the Vikings eventual finish. She
added that the team appears to
be peaking at the right time.
“We have good players and
they all seem to be right on the
brink of coming on strong,”
Poulson said.
Lawrence owned a 1-3 record
in head-to-head competition
against conference opponents
this year. The Vikings defeated
Beloit (8-1), and lost to Chicago
(2-7), Ripon (0-9), and Carleton
(0-9).
Lawrence’s lineup and in
dividual season records going
into the conference tournament
are as follows:
No. 1 singles, Kirk Ryan (6-6);
No. 2 singles, Dan Bern (5-7);
No. 3 singles, Cam Jackson
(4-8); No. 4 singles, Dave Drake
(5-7); No. 5 singles, Tom Barney
(6-3); No. 6 singles, Andy
Schmidt (6-6); No. 1 doubles,
Ryan-Bern (9-6); No. 2 doubles,
Jackson-Schmidt (10-5); and
No. 3 doubles, Drake-Barney
(8-4).

O u tle t

Studio 46
Manual
TYPEWRITER

CALCULATORS
D is p la y M e m o r y
10-PD-M

8995

$148

Smith Corona XL $298
Smith Corona
2500 ................. $329
$198
SCM Enterprise

Ledu
LAMP
$1950

4-way clamp
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Value

All items cash and carry -Most are partially assembled or
in manufacturer's cartons.
O f f ic e
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O u tle t
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I W College Ava
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Shakespeare, Mantle don't mesh
by Rebel
William Shakespeare never
played baseball. Mickey Mantle
never read Shakespeare. It is
altogether appropriate, then,
that none of Shakespeare’s
characters
were named
“Mickey” and the inimitable
Mantle himself was never prone
to quote long soliloquies by
oftentim es
obscure
Shakespearean dukes and lords.

No pizza today.

Phot,, TviiChvskv

It is perhaps sadly ironic that
although Shakespeare and
Mantle never crossed paths,
they both have influenced the
Lawrence baseball team this
year. The well-read, well-spoken
senior third baseman Bob
Blasio explains the unique way
in which the two legends have
afffected the club:
Our Mantling doth not end
like an old play;
LU hath not Ripon. Our pre
game preparations
Might well have made our
sport a comedy.
What Blasio was so vaguely
referring to, of course, was the
comedy of errors put on by the
Viking crew down at Ripon Col
lege two weekends ago. With
the series deadlocked at 1-1, all
the Vikes had to do was win a
doubleheader from Ripon to
win the northern division of the
Midwest College Conference
and to face Lake Forest for the
divisional playoffs. Instead,

In game two freshman first
things fell apart, the center
could not hold, and mere anar baseman Terry Coenen got the
chy was loosed upon the world nod from Aggie, and he follow
ly Lawrence team in the form of ed in S ta lk e r’s immense
vile and cruel verbal abuse. footsteps by holding Madison
With taunts of, “Number 20 is to a paltry three runs. Coenen,
a geek,” and a myriad of ex powered by his father’s cons
pletives deleted, the largely in tant support and home-brewed
ebriated Ripon crowd succeed moonshine, intoxicated the
ed in hurling base vulgarities, Badgers with blazing fastballs
as well as ice and beer, on the and a nickle curve. The Vikings
scored five runs of their own en
astonished Lawrence players.
Off-the-field antics aside, the route to an eventual 5-3 victory
lethargic LU team was unable and subsequent doubleheader
to produce enough offensive sweep. Terming his team’s con
heroics to stifle the highly par quests “ a moral victory,”
tisan crowd. Although both Coach Agness went on to say
games went into extra innings, that his club could play with
the famed Lawrence hitting at any Division I team. “ I t ’s too
tack was unable to bail an bad we can't play with any
atrocious defensive perfor Division III teams,” he scoffed.
This week marks the end of
mance out of a humbling after
noon. As the final fly ball of the the 1981 Lawrence baseball
insufferably long day drifted season, but do not drown
lazily out to a tensed Andy yourself in tears of lamenta
Hazucha in medium-deep left tion—for in short, baseball lives
field, thoughts of the runner on on in the hearts and minds of
third base dominated his embit LU baseball fans everywhere.
tered mind. He clutched the True, a conference champion
sphere
tig h tly
in
his ship now remains a forlorn,
weatherbeaten Wilson A2000 forgotten hope, and yet
for the second out of the 9th in somehow the spirit of Mickey
ning, and then heaved a rain Mantle must charge us, imbue
bow in the general direction of
home plate in an effort to catch
the runner on third, who was
tagging up. The ball never ap
proached home plate. It ap
proached the dug-out. Ripon 3,
Lawrence 2.
The Vikes managed to
salvage some hint of respec
tability out of an otherwise
futile season last week when
they swept a doubleheader from
UW-Madison. With freshman
bomb threat Clark Stalker all
over the mound in game one,
the Badger Bats were stymied
while the LU offense geared up
against the most unimpressive
pitching staff in the Big Ten.
Stalker, resigned to the fact
that yes, he is a bit bulky—or at
least big boned—held Madison Forlorn hope
Photo TvilClirxk v
to a meager two runs while his
teammates scored six. Com us, and guide us wherever we
menting on the variety of ways may be. A dream of glory has
he has helped the team this died an agonizing death for
year, Stalker declared that next Lawrence baseball this year.
season he would “double as a But Mickey Mantle will never
die.
tarpaulin.”

T he dream com es c ra s h in g d o w n
by Tony Brown
Due to the nonexistence of a
Lawrentian last week the news
of the defeat two Sundays ago
will be summarily dealt with, as
the thrill of the near miss has
worn off to some extent. The
weather was sunny and the beer
arrived early, and the hundred
or so fans who lined the field
were heated up for an excellent
game. Trying to run their
record to 3-0, the Tigers played
an undefeated Windy City con
tingent who last year had
destroyed the hapless LU
sticksters 15-3 even though half
their team had been composed
of high schoolers from the
Chicago area. This year, Windy
City brought graduate students
and Ira Gastinowitz, a 300 lb.
former all-American goalie.
D espite allo w in g Tony
Divigliano-Brown to score three
goals and being bothered by the
constant harrassment of the
fans, who yelled such gems as
“What kind of jello do you eat?
(copyright Barney Haen),” Ira
managed to hold LU. to two
goals less than they needed to
tie (final score 9-7). Never
theless, Goalie Dave “The
Wall” Eddy played a magnifi
cent game and by unanimous
consent was personally
presented with the game ball
later that evening.
That brings us up to the hardfought non-game which took

place last Wednesday at UWWhitewater. After taking off at
3:00 p.m. for a 2Vt hour bus ride
and 7 p.m. game, the team ar
rived early only to find out that
the game had been postponed

hausted at two in the morning.
Unfortunately, the final score
remained tied throughout the
overtime period even though
the LU team dominated as it
had throughout the game, and

A C T IO N at the old lacrosse field.
until 8:00. The game eventually
went into double overtime
thanks to two goals in the last
minute by Divigliano and team
leader Chris “Mr. President”
Mitchell (both of whom had 3
goals each for the evening); for
that reason the team rolled into
campus tired, drunk, and ex-

Ph<>lu: Lisu Wingfield

the final score was 9-9. Next
year revenge will be ours! Come
out this Saturday and see the
hottest lacrosse of the year, and
the last home game of the
season, when Wheaton travels
to our beautiful campus to play
tough Saturday and party hard
Sunday. Let's Celebrate!

i--------------------------------------- “
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H it t e r s n o t h e r o in e s
by Puck and Co.
Friday at midnight and armed with kazoos,
and the women’s softball team not yet ready to snooze,
Deb, Laura and Jan set out on the "bed check”
to make sure all Gallus’ girls had hit the deck.
Saturday at eight. Downer was hit,
and when Emily rolled in she sure looked like s..t.
Breakfast was chowed and the van rolled away,
the team's goal: a softball championship today!!
Saturday at ten, arriving at Sheboygan, heh,
the team got loose and was set to play, heh.
Game number 1 versus Beloit's Buccaneers
and as our names were announced we were all ears.
Wearing our queer "joirseys”, we began with a bang,
soon to find out Beloit S
M
W
!!!
The Bucks wiped their brow with red bandanas,
while we cool chicks hit like bananas!!!
After five innings and the score 14-1,
The ‘‘Farts-in-the bathtub” weren’t having much fun.
Elli Kirklow got a grab bag
and with her perfume will make the boys yag!
Van Sloun and Salzwedel sure were up to old tricks
with Berries (blue) and Burgless hot on the sticks.
One game in the hole and four fans with balloons and some tunes,
spurred us on to clobber those Lakeland baffoons.
Game number 2 was not such a slaughter,
the bats cooled off, but the fielding got hotter!!
Thanks to “We want Moore” hits,
the little third baseman who really played "teets”,
and "Hirschey, Teresa and The Double Plays”
jam m ing to the everpopular tune “ Muskies dancing in a daze”,
we cranked out a nailbiting 4-2 win,
for losing to Lakeland would have been a sin.
Ole "W ebfoot” Walla with some shots down the line
sure as beans made that “ B IG ST IC K ” shine.
W ith Herb Washington helping run bases,
we ended th game with smiles on our faces.
Salz was hot, striking out many,
without her, we’re not worth a penny.
Going into game number three against Milton and Gallus itching for
First,
at this point we’d have killed for some Sheboygan (heh) bratwurst!
We thought it was the men's team, except...
but, soon after 6 we were proved inept.
W ith Puck drawing circles, 3 up and 3 down,
Marie and Leslie looked on with a frown.
Uncle Milty and his “ Pop Tarts”,
broke our Ul* ole “want first place” hearts.

Run quickly with big stick
by Pervis Lovejowl
The Viking Relays began like
most track meets at Lawrence:
the air was thick with the smell
from the paper mill, the stands
were almost completely filled
with Lawrence track devotees
eagerly awaiting a glimpse of
such talented megastars as
Mark Lisy or Todd Wexman,
and here and there a small
group of earnest and confused
officials consulted one another.
By mid-morning, runners began
emerging from the athletes’
compound.
Joe Como was there. So was
Boyd Miller. Six-miler Mitch
Katten paced nervously. He
looked like he needed a good
night’s sleep, a shave, and a hot
meal. Scott Reppert sat quietly
on a bench, cloaked in
deliberate passivity; he wanted
to be left alone. Enjoying a subpar season, Reppert’s previous
week’s efforts of 23.5 in the 220
yd. dash and 19 ft. in the long
jump were surely nadir perfor
mances of his career.
“ I think I ’m ready for 22,” he
said.
“ Is that in feet or seconds?”
he was asked.
“Caliber,” he replied.
Sans Reppert in top form,
any hope of Lawrence winning
their own relays was simply a
pipe dream. Indeed, when the
meet was over and the dust had
cleared, Lawrence found itself
in 4th place behind winner
Mich. Tech. Despite some
strong individual relay legs,
Lawrence could do no better
than 4th in any relay event. On
the field, Ken Urbanski scored
almost half of Lawrence’s total
points, as he won both the shot
and the discus. Other field
athletes fared well as (stay with
me here) Gary Van Berkel took
3rd in the discus, Gary Zlevor
took 4th in the javelin, and
Robin Beauchamp took 4th in
the pole vault.
The sympathy award or John
Wayne Oscar has to go to
Lawrence’s distance medley
team who was disqualified on
miler Kent Allen’s questionable

anchor-leg faux pas on a pass
ing Tech runner. When con
fronted with the proverbial red
flag, Coach “Liar, liar, pants on
fire” Davis became outraged,
kicked the ruling official in the
big toe, and stalked away claim
ing a moral victory.
A week later, Lawrence
traveled to Chicago’s Alonzo
Stagg field for a non-scoring
triangular with the U. of
Chicago Longhairs and the Con
cordia College Sandcrabs. Com
peting in front of bleachers as
barren as the Gobi Desert,
Shawn McIntyre won the long
jump, Gary Zlevor won the
javelin, and Ken Urbanski con
tinued his foray by again winn
ing the shot and discus.
In the distance running
circles weightmen are generally
considered as witless hulks
with bones through their noses,
being good only for grunting
and heaving iron balls. It has
become apparent, however, that
some can actually run. After
taking thirds in the discus and
shot, “ Polyester Panzer” Van
Berkel returned to place third
in the 100mm dash and anchor
the winning shuttle hurdle
relay.
Elsewhere on the track,
despite the noticeable heavy
breathing and whistling when
he removed his sweatbottoms,
Paul Loomis maintained his
concentration as he, Boyd
Miller, Joe Como, and John
Ibele set a school record in the
1600m relay. Ibele, whose
status has been changing from
a mediocre curiosity to a
recognized track/campus idol
(editor's note: almost on par
with John Blaser) was asked if

his running style had changed.
“No,” he replied, “ I run with
my legs like everyone else. I t ’s
a lot easier to use your legs
than, say, your arms or even
one leg and one arm. Besides
it’s almost impossible to find
track shoes for your hands.”
Tomorrow the track team
travels to Elmhurst for a large
invitational. We’re going to get
killed.

